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VOLATILIZATION STUDIES OF SP-tAY OILS
INTRODUCTION

The use of the kerosene fraction of petroleum
oils to control insects began with the use of kerosene as
an illuminant. This was over seventy years ago. C.V.
Riley (9) one of the pioneers in the use of kerosene in

1880 published his formula for the preparation of kerosene emulsion using milk as an emulsifying agent. Xerosene emulsions, however, had been used ten years previously. Heavier fractions of petroleum than kerosene gradually began to supplant kerosene largely because of their

toAcity to insects until by 1913 light lubricating oils
were quite generally used. The use of oil sprays has
ra
increased in recent years. De Ong
in 1931 es(1)ddly

timated that ap2rolimately five million gallons of petroleum oils were used annually on the Pacific Coast.
The insect pests in the Pacific northwest upon
which oil sprays have proved partio7.11ar1y effective are
the San Jose Scale, orchard Leaf Roller, Rosy WA° Aphis,
Green Apple Aphis, 'Mack Cherry Aphie, reach Aphis, Red
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lider and varions Tree Ho2n7s

vtnle

(15)

and 3napp (16) have shown the disagree-

ment eYisting among investigators

to the mode of act-

ion of mineral oil in kIlling insects. Some investi.gdtors
believe that death is caused by vapors or gases given off
by oil in contact 7;ith the insect, other investigators
are inclined to oelieve that death is caused by suffocation due to blocking oi trachae. n,oth tneories apparently
are bc",ced by enperi2ental evidence.
The ovicijal action of petroleu:n oils is probably
due to Cdsorganiztion of protoplasm in the insect egg

by oil that h-g s)enetrated the chitinous covering of the
egg.
airLF DISCUSIO'N. OF

The origin of petroleu:L has caused much speculation. The theory most universally held is that petroleum
has been formed from Liazes of decomposing organic matter

of aninal and vegetable origin (5) The fact that hydrocarbons nave been formed from either plant or animal sources
under laboratory cont.itions supports this theory.
COMPOSITIOE 07 PTF.OLEIT

'ketroleum varies in its co;:foosition depending to

sole cAent where it is found. Petroleums from Mt2tern
United States are called "paraffin-base" oils because

3

thsir 'areeni=t hyOrsoirbons are of the Onfipn+2 or Paraffin series. In addition to the paraffins, eastern oil
contains smaller amounts of naphthenes (OnH2n) and traces

of olr7en, nitroen and sillfqr.
7estern oils 1.7e chrarteri7ed by the comparative
-:)raffin 1.ics in their hiplier
Co.--no of
hydrocrbons 7L.TO fo-Ind in

sts,rn oils. The he -vv resiftle
:f46,?r Cistill*tion is a ',.71.ackehalttc mterial
l'ArAI:e the nJ7'm ":s)ht-'a-.-e" oil. -cstern oils contAn a
2ercent7..c of i:1-11.rittss

s1f1.7..r anC nitroen comr-

217,71:i:JL:M

potroleur:. oos fro's1 the rells it in allo7ed
to st,I,j ta let -r.ter
ster i-Tmlritiss settle oi.7t.

eraCe potT11-= is then rsay for distilltion. Fietill. tion is (7.ons in
stills tht re hsted direet17 IT firs orh =crhed stk7;aL. Jlli TyJth Tethods
The distillate is collect,20 accordin to Rraviti, the 1i:7htest -octrole7171 distillzte bein ben7ine, the
next lizhtostJ.;;Lsolinc, then 7:sroene, stove rtd furmIce
CAstillatLs
thmn the lizht to hevy lubricatin oils.
It i7 fro t
1 tter fr otlone tiat s-pray oils cw,le.
:-.-Tifictien of ti e 0112 is ordinarily done rith
-Lre

71.,e;a.
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either sulfuric aoid or a lead reagent. Sulfuric acid
removes undesirable unsaturated compounds and other compounds of complex and unknown comesition. The evess

sulfuric. acid is removed by treatment with caustic soda
solution. Hydrogenation may be used to reduce the unsaturates and at the same time remove sulfur as hydrogen
sulfide. Taken on the whole, the chemistry of purification is still imperfectly understood.
PHY10.41.# AND C.937;: i-CAT4 COKE'IMiTS .OF SPRAY OILS

There are numerous specifications and const,alts

used in the petroleum industry that are not of particular
importance in regard to spray oils. Some of them are
flash point, fire point, color and amount of sulfur present. The more important specifications as far as spray
oils are concerned are density, unsulfonated residue,
viscosity, volatility and distillation range.
Density or frpecific gleavity probably has the

least use as far as evaluating spray oils (2). It is
used brincipally to differentiate between oils from different fields and to separate the different fractions of
oils as for instance, kerosenes and light lubricating
oils. When comparing naphthene-base oils with paraffinbase oils of the same viscosities the naphtnene-base oils
will be denser than the paraffin-base oils. Density
vries directly vith increased viscosity, molecular
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wet:lit and boilin7-ooint.
ION

Much work ha been done in recent years on the
sulfonation values of spray oils. In nearly all lubricating oils there is a varying proportion of chemically
active unFturef.1 co71-1,73F, unc2csirle aroTztics .rnC
sulfur componn(:s that
solubl in gqlfurie acid. It
hap been shorn that these compound are quite toAc to
plz- ts (14).
efinelmcnt of nese o1l cinFis:: of trsatment of the oil 17ith -,7.711furic aci

uifxrCio:dde.
Te deteridration of the culfonation value of

17-)r::y oil consists of hakinR a.

ith
-La(?,

it

tfo.

o

11euIc

rured amount of oil

definite pro2ortion of sulfuric .aci ,3nd. notin
rcent c.:.ecre in volle of tS:e oil due to -)art 02
sulfonated -.7ortio)
A
renovJ by the ac :5
vl.im of 95 rould mean that 9.5 -)ercent of the

oil -ill not r7?,?et rit

:7-11f71r.ic aci

.Jndclr ordAnary

At -)recent vicosit!, n asure. in seconds V;
the flow of 60 cuoic centieters oZ. oil at 100uV*. fro1
iaybolt Jni7ers1 viscosilneter is ohe of the ?7!ost ridsly
use(j s)colficar,iohs for 3-.E.JfiAll. soray oils as to their
heavihess. Viscosity be;coes reater aa the :)ercentae of
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Increased viscosity results from decreased tem2erature and increased
boiling point. De Ong (1) has pointed out the large
change in viscosity of a spray oil with change in temperature. A light oil of viscosity 57 seconds as measured
by the Saybolt Universal visoosimeter has a. viscosity of
105 seeonds at 600F. A heavy oil of 105 viscosity will
have a viscosity of 325 at 600F. This indicates the importance of taking orchard temperature into consideration
when ap)lying an oil s2ray. 37)readin7 power of an oil
varies inversely as the viscosity.
high molecular weight com?ounde increase.

An arbitrary classification of oils that has been
generally adopted is as follows: Light oils viscos1t7
50-60, lightmediu7 oils viscosity 60-70, mediun oils
70-60 and heavy oils viscosity over 100.

Distillation range is a measure of the percentage

of oil that will distill off at a definite temperatixe in
a. definite time. The oils used in this research were
distilled at a temperature ranlge of 575°F. to 700°Y. Distillation range is now considered a more inportant speci-

fication for grading aspray oil as to heaviness than i3
viscosity (12). Distillation range is :2, measure of thc
voltility of an oil as 7e11
lre of its compoition. An oil with a 1a :re fraction disL.illinis at a low
teirperature rill have a corresponding large amount of low
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molcculor weint hydrocorbons in it.
ITLATILITY

Volatility of an oil will he considered its eva:oorFtion rate under field conditions. Distillation point
rm7e gives a fairly close indication of volatility but,
as de Ong(3) points out is not an accurate indicator of
volatility, csoccially at fiel teperatures. Distillation
takes oloce at siofficient temoeroture to cauoe some crack
in: of the oil ond a conoeoueot chone in conflposition.
As I hove already oointed out, viscosity and distillation point range ore t-7o very irnnortant specificatio2is in. evoluoting a spray oil. The present tendency,
however, is to make volotility of an oil one of the most
imoortant means of evaluation. Viscosity is not necessar-

ily a nieoalre of the volatility. Tefineoent may markedly
change the viscosity of an all but not its volatility (3).
A so1a7 oil Ino:i be o.a.C:e by blending a lio7ht oil

very

hoavy fraction. Cbvi000sly the volatility of this oil

will differ from that of an oil of same viscosity but

cam-

oosed of oil betwoon thn li7ht and honvy fraction.
Oils prepared from different petroleums may have
the sz,,me volatility and different viocosities (12). This
is due to the difference in cooposition of oils from
different sources.
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bTAT.,1 OF PROATAii

Because of the increased u.e of oil sPrays to corabat insect pests a number of problems coincident 7rith the
use of oil have become of 7ret importance.
The most serious problem at present is com,plication of lead arsenate removal due to use of oil sprav (1°)
(4) (6) (8) (13) (14). C.,o7tin7 fr,Jit 71.th a film of oil
after it has previously been sprayed -71th lead arsenate
bends to create a situation whereby the Turface of the

fruit is more reaist7;nt to te action of cleansinJ7 acnts.
Since the Food. and Dru idministrtion hac ro--)ocd.
lead tolerance of .014 grains uer pound of fruit for the
1934 season the problem of s-)rey reoval has beco:Re very

acute uarticulrly in the 0,_se of oil s7. ayed fruit.
TI!axe,7!.dation is stiulated 77 a-b7liction of
elvmmer oils to apbles nearinT mat:Irity (7) This also
complicates s7)ray removal.

The aforeTrentioned complications my be lessened
to a very considerable extent by a:.u7lyin an oil that
will in a 1 ra7s measare volatiliLze efo-1 harvest time.
r:obinson (1 1) has very a-Aly summarized the whole problem

of oil complication of residue removal (n) as follows:
"Then certain g.rr]es of oil sTray are aT)lied in
combination with or after heavy abolication of lead
arsenate, the combined residues forai a combact mass
eabecially in the calyx and stem end of the fruit.
7.3nless sufficient tire before harvest is allowed for
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volatilization of the oil the residue can not be

dissolved effeotively. How near harvest time oils may
be used without interfering with the removal of the
residue can!t be definitely stated. This depends
uoon the grade of oil, weather conditions and amount
of oil used. The proper use of the correct grade of
oil will,however, prevent complications in its effect
upon the rernoval of spray resid,ie.4
The above problems sumested volatilization studies
of different spray oils in atteffipt to evolve a method that
would effectively evoluate oils as to their volatility.
Lacider orchard corditions and to try and correlate this
method with a proposed.

O. !,G. fflethod, and with physical

constants determined for the oils stdied.
PLAN OF ATTACK ON PHOBLM

to ap

Two plans of attack on the )roblem of :iLttejtin:7;
:11to vole.tilization mdor orchard conLition3

were decided uoon.

Tho first ;e to detoroline rites of

evL)oratioil of different oils iii the 1.:1)o-..'ator7 under
controlled conditions, and the scoop.: e to Ceteroine
rat os of evaporation of those Z1,11.0 oil-, under the cloo

conditions eicaot to ran then outofdoors where conCitions
be so (.31-1,1t similar
J f te. -1,r,turr, and sir currents
to orchard conditions.
The oTioin_l intention of the -,*os, arch was to

make -volatiliti tests
s)ray oils sith an anticipaoC
..,-,. method. ,4* ::,lieLtion of the othod by tho ti o
tho roo, rob had ;otten under say ho: not a.00caoc,- so ,
sh.o7t oven method was devised to oeteroline volatility of
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of s)ray oil, the purp0e being to correlate this method
with the long cabinet methods previously mentioned.
MATERIALS

Three Associated Oil Company spray oils., Avon 60,
Avon 65 and Avon 70, light, light-medium and medium respect-

ively, three Standard Oil Company of Olifornia spray oils,
Calo1 i;,1 light 90 Gala]. /2 light-medium 90 and Gala]. 1,4
medium 92 and four Shell Oil Company oils, Shell 315 a

light oil, Shell 543 a fairly liht oil, Shell 31 a lightmedium oil and Shell 32? a medium oil were tested. In
addition, Oronite Technical a heavy,highly refined oil and
two oils used in the 1933 season, Standard oil 4 a light
oil and Standard oil .:?s6 a medium oil were tested for volatility. Shell 315 and Gala]. ;:4 medium 92 were run in
duplicate. Specifications as obtained from the oil conl-

panies furnishing the oils are s-down in table I.

in 1928 in cooperation with the hell
Oil Oompany proposed a method for determining volatility
of oils which consisted of adding a weighed amount of oil
to a sheet of asbestos paper three inches srivare and
suspending the sheet in a thermostatically controlled.
oven at from 5000. to 1000 C. denendin7 on the oil used,
nd we17hing at definite intervals to determine evanor-2tion
De Ong (2)
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TABLE

SPECTFICATTONS FUTNTSHED BY OIL COMPANTFS

Associated Oil Co. Oils
Avon 70

Neutral X
Jrav. APT

Flash C.L. o.c.

Viso S.U. 100°F
Color Atm.
Unsulfonation

27.9
320
73

Avon 65

Avon 60

Neutral X
28.3

Malts neutral
28.6

315

293

66

1+
91.6%

58

1-

14.

91.6%

91.5%

%

at 636°F

52

61

Shell Oil Co. Oils
Shell
Shell
315

Gray.
API°
Color ASTM

30.5

Unsulfonated Res.

90,7

Vis S.U. at 100°F
% 575°F

Distilling 636°F

700°F

1+
55

24
75

321

29.4

1-1/263

91.1
17.5
63

Stand. Oil Cc. Oils
Cab.
Calol
Gray,

API

Flash-Cleavland
Vie at 100°F
CoWor-Saybolt

205
50

Distilling 636°F
Distilling 700°F

Shell

28.8
1-1/2
74
91.0

25.4

SO

86

548

322

2+

62

73.0
23.5
65

Calol

Lt.M.90

#4M92

30.1

29.8

2c 5

-6

4M, OP

91

90

93

60

44

AS TM

Uneul.-Res.
% at 575°F

Shell

11
49

90(over) 88

#1 Lt.90
30.3

OP WA .0

14,5
67.5
94.0

1

6.5
90

1

2.5
84.5

rate.

The method

used was somewhat modified.
Th more nearly approximate orchard conditions it

was necessary to have the oil exposed to the air in a comparatively thin film. Preliminary work in 1933 indicated
that .20 gran of oil spred evenly over both sides of
filter paper strip =Louring five inches by seven inches
gave 7ood results. Blue-gray sueetT panel- was c)/t into
strips five by seven inches, 1.25 grams oil as weiet.ed
accurately into a 25 cubic centimeter volumetric flask and
made to volume with Petroleum ether. Two cubic centimeters

of this ether-oil mixture w pipetted to each side of the
strip .!eaking four cubic centimeters or .20 grars of oil on
each sheet.

Three sheets l:ere cozeted eith each oil studAecL.

In order to learn 'ehLt difference if any surface
made on oil evaporation glass plates with the same dimen-

sions as the suar paper sheets eeee coatea 'eith oil.
xperimenting showed thet .10 era. ef oil was all that

would adhere to the glass without dripping off. Less than
.10 green of oil made the e4.)erieeental error too great in
subsequent oil recovery. As soon as the paper stripe, eere
prepared t'ee re:eainielg ether-oil mieture was dileted to

twice its oriinal volune with petroleum ether and four
cubic centimeters or .10 gram of oil pipetted to each of
three ,lass plates. 'Then the ether had evaporated leaving

the oil, the sheets and plates were suspended from wires
in a wooden cabinet measuring uppro..eimately two feet square

-

1Z

and three feet high. Half-inch hols were 1301-ed at
intervals around the bottom and on the top to provide
ventilation.
A study of temperature records made during the
summer of 1932 in Medford indicated that 800F. would
probably be a fair estimate of an average summer's day,
consequently the cabinet was maintained thermostat-

ically at from 79°F. to 83°F. Crude aTylaratus Prevented a closer regulation.
After some preliminary trials the best method
for determining evaporation loss of the oils was to extract the sugar paper strips in asbestos extraction
thimbles with petroleum ether, transfer the ether and
oil to weighed three and one-half inch flat aluminum
dishes and weic;h the oil remaining after the ether had
evaporated.

Oil loss on the glass plates was determined by
washing the oil with ether from the plates through a
small filter (to remove dust and lint) into a weighed
dish and weigh as with oil from the sheets.
At the end of two weeks, four weeks and eight
weeks, the oil remaining on one sheet and one plate was
determined and the volatilization caleulated.
At conclusion of the first eight week's run a
duplicate run was begun to try and learn if the same

the preeceni:
results could be obtained
sent time the second run has only pro;-3ressed 'or weeks.
' iutiliary of the data oltal:hed up to the present is
shown in Table II.

The first series of voletilltion deter.ainations were started out-of-doors on April 26,27 ar4d 26.
The loof of the i'harmacy building r.,a,s chosen as the iT,ost
convehient place to make the studies. All conditions
of the experiment were the same emept, of course, the
ulimatio conditions. A thermograph was placed in the
cabinet with the oiled sheets and late to keep an
exact temi)erature record. Poor weather was encountered

the first two weeks of the ran. The temper k,ure varied
'below 42u2. to over 800F, aain and high wind
accompauied the comparatively 107 tenoerature. It Tas
-r(,)

hoped that fair weather would prevail so that summer
conditions would more nearly be duplicated. A summary
oftAd .1,ata taken 1.1 shown in Table III.
amingle and anaop (13). give a method for deter-

thind volatility which they credit to the United States
-3ureau of Uhemistry and 3oils as follo7s:
"Aace 20 gratns of oil in a three =2.nd one-

half inch crystallizing dish and heat at 105°Q.
for four hours in an electric oven. Reweigh and
report loss in weight a percent volatility."
An exaiintton of their data by this method shared that
the percentage of oil lost was aalall. To dhow greater
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TABLE III
FIRST RUN ON PHARrACY ROOF OF OIL VOLATILIZATION

April 26,27,28

,

Week'

Run.

4 Wee
% Los

Run

8 Wee

Glass Filte
Paper Plates Paper riates

Pllte

% Less % Los

Filter

III
IIII

Avon 60
Ls:piclit#1

MOM
Std #4,

Less

S

Loss
Glass

Paper Plates

60.80

MN NEM

3;

60

55.60

11.111111111111

45930

62.70

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIEIN 11111111
,

1933
I 51°10
Avon 65 1 32.80

6440111111111111111111111111111

Std Lt.
Med.
Shell
321

548
iffil
Shell
MI Ftd. Med

Dup. #8)

Std. #6*
1.33
13 Shell
322

Te a.*
III "°111."
Shell

315

Du

IIIIIIII

36.60

50.00

I

35.90

57.30 11111111111111111111

I 23 °

45.70 111111111111111111111111111

Avon '70
1111

55.10

1

I

Med.
Std.

ii

s

47.80

1

IIII

Less
Glass

1

I

111111111111111111111111
i

26.60

4'

41.60

6°-7011111111111111111111111111111

31.00

4 .50i
11111111111111111

2 .10

29.40

11.7°
53.50

11111111111111111111111111111

44.70 IIIIMIINIIIIIMIMI

41.20 11111111111Nall

28."

111111111111111111111111111111
75.20 1111111
i

1

differences in volatility
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-,AethoCI was devised whereby

1,
4U grams of Ottawa sand wa7,: weiShed into three

and one-

half inch. flat alaminu Cishes, the lishes plus sand.
being cirefully weighed. One gra7 of Oil was weighed
Lt o a Fwall beaker and then washed into the flat alumnu .h 6.1hes with petroleum ether.

'Then the ether had
evaoorated the dishes were placed in an

electric oven at 95°C. The dishes were subsequently
weighed at the end of two hours, four hours, ei;.=.;.ht hours
trenty-four ours and forty-eight hours. Volatilization
loss is Shown in table IV.
DISCW3S107

into a discussion of result3 it
stte the purpose of thic rossrch. The

3efore co 4.15_,-

is Tien t

27.1:_ry object was to study vo1,2.tiliz.:ttion of different
s)r,...,y oils by a 1abor4tory athod thaj; would deterynine
wnioil oils 170111A be Ttit:Tble for s:-.)ray -)urlos,E.'2o be

suit3ble, an Oil qticy11.3 be volatile

to J0-1-

)licate resiuc re).val and still be heavy enough to give
satisfactory lest oontrol. It had ureviously been deternthed that the oils nudied rere sufficiently hervy.
;:'uring tno 1933 fruit sason )(mr trees
the
vicinity of :'edford, Oregon were c'Drayed with oil spray
in addition to lead arsenate at intervals throughout the
crowing season. Analysis of the pears for lead and
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TABLE IV
VOLATILIZATION

N ELECTRIC OVEN AT 95'0.

Via -

Loas

Loss

%Loss

%Loss

%Loss

cosi ty 2 firs. 4 Hrs. 84/2 Ers24 Hrs. 48 Hrs.
1

Avon 60

58

24,10 37.50 57.60

87.00 97.00

88.00

2, Std,
Lt.
3, Shell 315
4, Std. #4, 1933

59

15.40 25,50 41.40

55

18.70

31.00 44.50

74.00 85.50

53

69.10 84.70

5. Avon 65

66

6. Std. Lt

63

7. Shell 321

63

8

S td. Med.

72

38.60 51.70
18.20 29.00 44.80
15.10 24.50 40.90
18.40 29.00 44.60
12.20 ls:/. 40 31.70

9

Avon 70

73

11.80 20.30 32.70

55.20 66.30

10. Shell 548

62

20.50

57.50 81.30

11 St. #6, 1933

75

12. Shell 322

74

28.90 40.20
14.70 21.70 30.60
18.50 23.90 35.80
6.00 10.50 16,00

13. Oroni te Tech

27.90

84.90

68.90 83.60
65.00 79.80
84.00 '72.20
54.30 73.00

44.80

58.60

53.30 72.70
29.90 37.90

1,3

arsenic after harvest indicated that oil could be applied as
late as one month before harvest and still not complicate
lead and arsenic removal. The oil used in these tests
were Standard Oil #4, (1933) and Standard Oil i6 (1933).

These oils therefore, are us d as a basis of comr-xison
for the other oils studied.
VOLATILIZATION STUDIS IN OABURT IN THE LA- aATORY

"Txamination of the aata in Table II shows that

definite differences in volatility of the different oils
are shown by the eabinet method. In all cases the oil on
the glaos plates showed a gr ater percentage volatility
than the same oil on the sugar paper sheets in a given
length of time. Ten to fifteen percent more oll was

ally lost. Two explanations may account for this*

iit,

half as much oil was put on the ,;lass as was put on the
paper. 'Oils would maa.e a thinner film of oil. 7ip:t othor

explaton may be that oil is held by adsorption in the
poces of tha coarse sugar paper. Oil absorbed Tiv the
paper can not come in contact with air currents as readily

can oil held right at the surface, consequently less
evaporation would take nlace.

So:ale inconsistencies are apparent from the data
obtained from the glass plates. These are due to errors

from several sources, tie first being loss of oil from the
glass plates by contact with hands in handling the plates

30

and from inseots such as moths and flies flying against the
plates. A seoond source of error is from droplets of oil
that may drip from the plates. Dust and lint that adhered

to the plates constituted an error in the first cabinet
run but this was eliminated by filtering all oil as it
was washed from the plates to the dishes when recovered.
After considering the difficulty involved in quanta.
itatively recovering a few centigrams of oil on the plates

it is concluded that the use of glass plates as a means
of measuring volatility of spray oils is traaractical as a
laboratory method.

Lore accurate results were obtained with the sugar
paper strips. Using more oil originally, decreased the per-

cent error as did absence of lint and dirt in the dishes
into which the eatracted oil was washed. Plotting percent

volatilization against time in weeks in the case of all
oils gave a smooth curve indicating accuracy in analysis.
The curves were parabolas. At the end of the first two
weeks all light oils showed approxlmately 50;.) volatilization, light-medium oils aparoxtmately 4Cr: loss and medium
oils from 30% to 35:; loss. At the end of four weeks
aparoAmately 6O of the light oils had evaporated, 50% Wf
the light-medium and 40 of the medium oils had volatilized.
Individual differences between oils were more apparent.
At the end of eight weeks aaarolimately 75% of the light
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oils was 10 t, 60% of the light-medium and 50% of the
medium oils.

It is noticed that a large amount of oil is lost
the first two weeks. To learn how rapid evaporation was
two oils were run at the end of two day, four days and
one week in the cabinet. Results indicated that by the
end qf the first week the evaporation rate had reached
its ma)dmum and from then on volatilization proceded at
a slower and slower pace.
Shell Oil 315 and Standard 011 medium were run in
duplicate. In each case results checked closely. At the
end of the first eight week's run in the cabinet another complete run was started. At present the run has only progressed four weeks but results indicate that data over
the entire ran will check that obtained from the first
series of determinations.
Oronite Technical, a heavyoil used as a dormant
oil showed very low volatility compared with the summer
oils, only 25c:9 volatilizing in eight weeks.
The first run out-of-doors was begun on the roof
of the Pharmacy building the last of April. Cool rainy
weather prevailed the first two weeks of the run
in a slower loss of 4i1. The results shown inresulting
Table Itt can only be considered s preliminary because an
entirely new determination will be made in June when eummer
temperatures prevail.
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The data so far obtained however indicate that
out-of-door determinations of volatility will give more
reliable results than determinations indoors because of the
more uniform distribution of temperature and air currents
on the sugar paper strips.
As was stated previously Standard Oil #4, (1933)
and Standard Oil lie., (1933) are taken as standards of comparison because they have been used in field tests. Successful residue removal resulted when the oils were used as
late as one month before harvest. On the basis of compara-

tive results of the volatilization studies made by the
cabinet method in the laboratory and out-of-doors it can
be concluded that any of the oils studied may be used as
late as one month before harvest with the emeption of
Oronite Technical and possible the Standard medium oil.
DISCUSSION OF R-BSI,Tc;OBTAINED FROM OVEN METHOD

The cabinet method of determining volatility while
satisfactory as a method for evaluating spray oils comsumes too much time. A determination taking only a few
days to oomplete is much more desirable.
Table IV summarizes the data obtained by the
oven method. The figures are the average of the two nearest determinations of three runs. For some reason not
yet clarified only two runs out of three checked each

other in the case of the heavier oils. As far as known,
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all eeperimentel condition e rere the eame for each series
of determinattone.
The reeults eho r the saec dtffereneee betreee oils
of a type FIA lIht, lightesediun, and redlum ae do the reselts fro e the cabinet method in the laboretore and out-ofdoors. The deta also 0i.ow in nearly all cases the same
inOlvictual difference between oils. 4here the correlation between compeeetive results by the low° alethods ha2

not been exect it has been close enough for All practical
eurposes.

A comparison of Table II and Table IV shows one

interestW thing, i.e., that the actual peroentage ,)f
volatilization fro e) the paper Sheets at the en cl of two
weelcS very closely eexelleled that in the over. et the end
of eieht and one-half hours and that percent volatilivetien

at the and of eight reeks 'eat' very sitilar to that let

t.;ee,

oven at the end of twenty four hours.
The preliminary work done on the oven neethocl while

net entirely satiefectory, indicates that for ordinaev
ceelearieone of spray oils it eay su-Iplant the longer cabinet
metlioLls..ore work is to be done in the future on perfecting the oven nethod to the point where a series of
determinatione can be duplicoted more closely than they
have been In to the present.
The follow1n7 is a tentative oven method that will
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evaluate spray oils as to volatility. It must be remembered that the spray oils should always be compared to oils
that have been tested under field conditions.
Accurately weigh 10 grams of fine sand in a
weighed three and one-half inch flat aluminum dish.
Weigh one gram of oil in a small beaker and wash into
the dish with petroleum ether. As soon as the ether
has evaporated place the dish in an electric oven at
950C. At the end of two, four, eight, twenty-four and
forty-eight hours remove and weigh. Calculate loss
in weight as percent volatility.
OORRELATION OF VOLATILITY WITH VI2CO5ITY

The results of the volatility determination bear
out the statements made in the introduction that viscosity
is not necessarily a measure of volatility. Avon 80 with a
viscosity of 58 was more volatile under all conditions
than was Shell 315 with a viscosity of 55. However in all
oases with emeption of the one just mentioned, volatility
did show a very close positive correlation with viscosity.
This indicates that all the oils tested were what is
known as "closely cut" oils. Closely out oils are oils
that have not been prepared by blending a very light lubricating oil with a heavy one to get an oil of desired
They are oils which have been separated by
narrow limits during the fractionating process giving an
heaviness.

oil of desired specifications without extensive blending.

A brief review of the history, origin and properties
of spray oils has been given.
Application of oil spray to fr;lit before harvost cornpicatee residue removal unlens th ;rter part of the
oil volatilizes before 'f)icking.
two methods for evaluating spray oil z- Le to volatility
L.

were worked out.

One methoa consis;ted of applying a known

quantity of oil to sugar paper strips and glass plates
and suspen(Ang them in a thermostatically controlled constant telerature cabinet in the laboratory. In addition

to deterlain:Ing volatility in the laboralwry volat1liy
deterrAned out-of-doors.

altri- from the oabinet wethod shor that
uoe di
ss plates to determine volatility
impractical.
The use of oil-coated sugar ?aver strips as a ilettns
of doten.ilig volatility in the laboator) aad out-of-Q.00re
has 2orovc,1 to give an accurate means of comparing oils of

different
s.
uy held t.;sts on pear orchard near iledforc1 it

ifi

o

shown that 6Landard Oil 4 and Standard Oil 46 could be

apaied as late as one :12onth before harvest and still not
complicatu esii.,ue removal. These olIs were chosen as a
basis for comparison. Comparing volatility of these
oils iL hat of the 0'a-1er oils tetsted by the cabinet
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method indicated that all of the oils tested with the exception of Oronite Technical and possibly Avon 70 and Standard Oil medium could be applied to pear orchards in the
vioinity of Medford one month before harvest without unduly complicating residue removal.
7. A short oven method for determining volatility was devised and the results obtained from it were compared with
those obtained with the cabinet method. A close correlation in volatility as determined by the two methods indicated that the oven method can so.p?lant the longer cabinet

method as a means of evaluating oils as to Volatility.
G. A close correlation between volatility and viscosity
of the oils tested was shown to hold,
2. , AperUentation is still in progress on the oven
method and on the cabinet method out-of-doors and in the
laboratory. Sufficient data have been obtained, however, to
indicate the value of these methods as a means of evaluat-

ing spray oils as to volatility,
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